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Abstract

We question the use of Rhombus Silicate Networks and Rhombus Oxide Networks in some

papers by the count of the included oxygen atoms and oxygen ions.
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Comment

The combination of chemistry, mathematics and information sciences leads to a new subject called

cheminformatics. Important papers on this field are refs.1,2 They treat a molecular graph (V, E)

with the vertex set V and the edge set E. A graph whose vertices denote atoms and edges denote

valence bonds or nearest neighbors between the atoms of an underlying chemical structure is often

used. We will observed this chemical case here. This note concerns the most interesting class of

minerals, the silicates. All silicates contain SiO4 tetrahedra as it is a basic unit, compare Figure 1.

Note that four O-atoms form the outer tetrahedron of an SiO4, but the Si-atom sits in the center.
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Three oxygens and the Si also form a tetrahedron. This fact is the source of the commented error,

see below.

Leafs of silicates, or sheets (phyllosilicate), form different structures.3 Interesting here are the

rhombus silicate and the so-called rhombus oxide networks. In ref.1 layers are studied where the

upper oxygen ions are missing. In Figure 1, the rhombus silicate network (1) is presented in a 3-

Figure 1: Molecular representation of the Rhombus Silicate Network (1) by Benjah-bmm27.

dimensional picture. Two tetrahedra are combined by one common O-atom. Of course, the upper

oxygens belong to the structure. The networks of Ref. 1 are 2-dimensional, orthogonal projections

of the structures of interest. There every Si-atom overlaps one O-ion which is then missing in the

study.

In Figure 2, the rhombus silicate network (3) is shown.4 In the representation one can overlook

the upper oxygens. Notice that the structure is of importance. If we simplify some minerals then

all the tetrahedra point upward in a mineral muskovite, but in a mineral sepiolite one half points

upward, but the other one downward.3 The artifical mineral hexacelsian forms a non-bifurcated

double sheet5,6 where the tetrahedra of the lower sheet point upward but the tetrahedra of the upper

sheet point downward.

Because the upper layer of O-ions is missing, the claimed rhombus oxide networks1 are incorrect,

at least in a chemical meaning.

The order and size of a graph is |V | and |E| respectively. These numbers of the vertices and the

edges in a rhombus silicate network with all O-atoms and O-ions, of ’dimension (n)’ (see Ref.1)

are given by |V | =7n2 + 2n and |E| =20n2. If the upper O-ions are missing, then the vertices

and the edges in a rhombus silicate of dimension n are (falsely1) counted by |V | =5n2 + 2n and

|E|=12n2. If one deletes all the silicon atoms from the rhombus silicate network, then one obtains
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Figure 2: Rhombus Silicate Network (3) in a projection on a plane. Si-atoms are green, O-atoms
and O-ions are dark red. The projection is from below, thus every Si-atom superimposes one
oxygen. Copy of ref.4

Figure 3: Incorrect Rhombus Oxide Network (3). The former superimposed O-atoms are missing.
Copy of ref.4

no new projection of the network because now the place of the Si-atoms is occupied by the upper

oxygens This correct rhombus oxide network now has the former nodes and edges |V |=5n2 + 2n

and |E|=12n2.

Discussion

This comment does not only concern Ref.1 but a row of following works.4,7–11 One could guess

that a row of indices change which are studied in the further cited references for the networks of

interest.
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